Incident Prefill
Using Incident Prefill in PL Rating gives your agency the competitive advantage of knowing
driving history without the expense of running an MVR at the beginning of the sales process.
Incident Prefill helps provide more accurate quotes, saving your agency time and money
while fostering client relationships.

Features you need
• Efficient & effective: Avoid MVR chargebacks from
carriers by using a capability that auto-populates
driving history, helping you avoid timely data
requests and passing additional costs along to
your customers.
• Reduce costs: Incident Prefill seamlessly
integrates with the PL Rating workflow saving
agents time and money by reducing data entry
and MVR chargebacks.
• Build trust: Eliminate the need to ask for sensitive
information over the phone and provide a seamless
experience for the client. Make it easier than ever to
guide customer conversation and validate customer
driving activity before submitting to a carrier,
ensuring accurate rates at the point of sale.

Visit for more info

Some customers have seen the potential for
reducing quote time by 50%.
Incident Prefill auto-populates driving history,
improving accuracy without having to charge a
price to the consumer after getting MVR data
from a carrier.

Incident Prefill is available today in the
following states:

		

AZ, CT, FL, IA, ID, IL, IN, MD, MN, MO, ND, NJ, NV, OH,
OK, PA, RI, *SC, SD, TN, TX, UT, VA, WA, WI, WY
*Indicates activity only

or call 800.444.4813
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